
Listening to Sound: 
Awakening An Embodied Social Sense 

By Paula Sager 

"A human being is a part of the whole, called by us 
'Universe,' a part limited in time and space. He experiences 
himself his tlwughts and feelings, as something separated 
from the rest, a kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. 
This delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to our 
personal desires and to affection for a few persons nearest to 
us. Our task must be to free ourselves from this prison by 
widening our circle of compassion to embrace all living crea
tures and the whole of nature in its beauty. Nobody is able to 
achieve this completely, but the striving for such achievement 
is in itself a part of the liberation and foundation for inner 
security." 

-Albert Einstein 

~or ~ peri~d of ab~ut five years in New York City, I 
studied intensively with Aileen Crow. I first went to her 
as a student of the Alexander Technique, then joined 
her training program and became a teacher. At that 
time, Aileen, known for her tremendous curiosity and 
willingness to explore the boundaries and frontiers of a 
given discipline, was herself learning and practicing 
Arnold Mindell's Dreambody Process work. She intro
duced her students to this work and taught us how to 
track our own internal experience. 

We learned how to follow the changes in sensory 
channels that continuously happen in our conscious
ness. We learned how to recognize specific emotions 
from their particular expression through movement, 
sound, image, rhythm, or sensation. Most importantly, 
we learned that by simply paying attention when a 
physical movement, sensation, or emotion comes into 
awareness, information from our own bodymind 
appears, becoming available to be followed as it 
unfolds. 

Corning to the work as a dancer, I found the kines
thetic and proprioceptive channels easily accessible. In 
private sessions, however, when Aileen would some
times ask, "Does this movement have a sound?" my 
first response would be a startled numbness. In time, 
with practice and encouragement from Aileen, I learned 
that by shifting my awareness into an auditory /vocal 
mode, I could hear my movement as sound and then 
allow myself to make that sound. Listening for the 
sound within the movement was an important part of a 
long-term process that led to an understanding of how I 
c~rry _the physical and emotional circumstances of my 
birth m my adult body. It was here, during a traumatic 

birth, that I had first experienced the emotional pain of 
separation-a severance of the connection to whole
ness. In the work with Aileen, small, whimpery sounds 
were one of the pathways that helped me begin to re
embody and remember such an early experience. A few 
years later when birth material resurfaced in Authentic 
Movement, sound again had a role. This time going into 
my movement and feelings of disconnection led to an 
outpouring of sound and, eventually, freer vocalization. 

When I was preparing to move to Providence, 
Rhode Island with my husband and young daughter, 
Aileen's advice was, "Find Diana Levy. I don't know 
what she's doing now but whatever it is, it's bound to 
be interesting." Within a couple of months after mov
ing, I did find Diana and discovered that she was 
leading Authentic Movement groups. The work with 
Aileen and other teachers had taught me how to be in 
relationship to myself; I felt ready for the next step of 
joining a group to learn how to be in conscious relation
ship with others. 

My first formal experience of Authentic Movement 
w~s on a winter evening in 1990. I remember many 
things from that night, including the moment when the 
part of me that had kept my bearings in the room and 
blindly sensed the whereabouts of every other mover 
and known the exact location of Diana at every 
moment, surrendered. I had been lying stretched out on 
the floor with my arms overhead and, without further 
ph~sical movement, suddenly felt like I was slowly 
fallmg down the side of a cliff. The sense of descent 
continued, and my body began to move in a way that 
felt like I was being dragged, pulled, and stretched into 
a_ new shape. The movement culminated in a coughing 
fit,_echoed by my arms and legs banging and slamming 
as if they were sobbing against the floor. I remember, 
even in the discomfort of it all, being aware of the 
simultaneous presence of movement, sound, and a feel
ing of grief, almost despair. Surprisingly, the sense that 
it was all right to let this happen, to be making such 
unseemly, loud sounds among people I didn't know, 
was stronger than my embarrassment. Something in me 
had let go in an urgent, mournful way. 

The movement subsided into a starfish shape, and 
the sound became silence. I remember the aftermath of 
calm, of complete surrender. I felt both liberated and 
disoriented but with a quality of wonder and curiosity. I 
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stood up and began to walk slowly through the room. 
Focus on the presence of the witness was no longer 
paramount; I was now more intrigued by the invisible, 
barely audible presence of other movers. As I ventured 
forth in the room, listening to the soft sounds of breath, 
creaks of floor and sounds of movement within cloth
ing, it seemed that each of us as movers, in our own 
separate ways, were part of a special kind of milieu. My 
perception of us as a group was distin_ctly in the realm 
of sound, as I had no sense of connection through sight 
or touch. Sound was the medium through which I con
sciously reconnected to a "body" larger than my own. 
At the time I did not know any of the other movers, so 
my awareness of us as a social unit felt fresh and 
uncomplicated. 

In subsequent years, as my experience of relation
ships within groups has grown more complex and 
sometimes challenging, I've felt occasional nostalgia for 
that new, almost innocent taste 
of what Janet Adler writes of as 
a sense of belonging to the col
lective. The reality is that we 
are separate individual bodies, 
but we have the potential to 
know ourselves as members of 
a larger body and to directly 
experience the collective body 
in our individual selves. 

Attention to this spatial quality is what transforms the 
sense of hearing into an act of listening. 

For me, the presence of sound is so entwined with 
awareness of the group that it often brings questions 
about my relationship to others: "Can I tolerate the 
presence of someone else's sound?" "Is my own sound 
too loud? Too strange? Too disruptive?" "Perhaps, no 
one can hear me?" "Does my sound (or silence) fit in 
':ith what the rest of the group is doing?" These ques
tions of belonging and gauging one's place in social 
relationship seem particularly suited to the sense of 
hearing and translate quite readily into relationships 
within group situations outside of an Authentic 
Movement context. I'm still learning how to bring the 
act of listening to such settings. 

Going back to my first experience in an Authentic 
Movement group, I remember what happened, after the . 

movement, when we gathered in a circle 
to talk. There was silence for a long time 
and the ahnosphere in the room grew 
heavy, with many downcast faces. 

Every time we stand in a 
circle we approach this poten
tial to know ourselves 
individually and as participants 

Representation of the inner ear 

Slowly, one by one, each person said 
something about their movement. It was 
clear that each of us had experienced, in 
greater and lesser degrees, a feeling of 
grief. No one had said anything alluding 
to this feeling before we began, we had 
simply followed our own movement 
impulses and paths, accompanied by 
what seemed like incidental sounds. 

of something much more. Facing the empty fullness of 
an Authentic Movement circle, we become alert, atten
tive to what is present. We listen within: Is there an 
internal call to enter the circle, close eyes and become a 
mover, or to stay as witness? For the one who moves, 
the absence of visual stimuli allows the kinesthetic and 
tactile senses to come to the fore. For the witness, the 
one who sees, vision is the predominant sense, 
although clearly this role mediates internal and external 
experience through a wide range of sensory impres
sions. 

In contrast, hearing is equally accessible to both 
mover and witness. A sound made in the movement cir
cle can affect all present. We can join or respond to a 
sound or send forth our own. Sound travels in waves, it 
fills the air and can come to us from any direction. It 
may stir or trigger strong responses in both mover 
and/ or witness. We can feel penetrated, soothed, 
assaulted, or embraced by sound. Sound and even 
silence are spatial phenomena, making us aware of our 
surroundings and even, when we breathe or vocalize, 
the spatial volume inside our individual bodies. 

Nonetheless something unspoken had 
been shared at a subtle and profound level. 

As we each spoke, this something seemed to come 
into greater focus. It had a quality of presence, a feeling 
of aliveness. It was a story beyond words that included 
all our stories, becoming bigger and more nuanced than 
what any one of us might have expressed. We allowed 
grief to be in the room, without trying to change or fix 
it, and now we were sharing it, holding it together, not 
separately. But all of this would have been impossible 
for me to put into words that night, I knew only that I 
felt completely intact in my own self and completely 
connected as a member of the group. 

What I didn't know how to begin to understand 
that night, was the role of the witness. It was only after 
many months of focus on the compelling experiences I 
was having within myself and with the other group 
members, that I began to have a clearer appreciation for 
the sensitivity and depth of presence that Diana 
brought as our witness. At the outset, she had given us 
clear guidelines. We had permission and encourage
ment to follow our own impulse to move and produce 
sound, with the understanding that we maintain 
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enough awareness so as not to hurt ourselves or anyone 
else. She invited freedom with responsibility. She mod
eled the practice of listening. Her attentive embodying 
of her experience of each of us, and the space we moved 
and made sound in, was what really allowed us to 
develop not simply as individuals but as a group as 
well. 

Some members of our group that night said their 
experience of grief was related to the accidental death 
of a friend of their teenage children. For others, includ
ing myself, there was less specific content to explain the 
feeling, but the next day when I wrote about the move
ment, I remembered more: 

"My head is pushing hard against my hands, then 
abruptly my head is hanging down with my hands softly 
cradling and comforting it. I crawl forward, reaching up and 
out . ... I become aware that I am lying still and my arm is 
hanging over the edge of a step, drawing along the floor as if 
it is a hand in water. This simple movement brings an aware
ness of a River of Life encompassing the big transitions of 
birth and death . How intimate the two are to each other. 
Remembering the trauma of my birth, I am overwhelmed 
with the thought that birth is a death. The grief is for the loss 
of that wet self swimming in the womb, safe in the familiar 
watery place. And then the baby's consciousness, already so 
aware of what feels right and what feels wrong, is leaving, · 
going to a new unknown place." 

Going to a new unknown place; this is the practice 
of Authentic Movement, making it an invaluable sup
port for weathering our present time of uncertain 
events and certain change. Like any explorer moving 
toward unknown territory, we track our route. This is 
the work of the inner witness in the face of surrender. 
When the inner witness meets and engages internal 
content as it expresses through the body, the incoherent 
presence of unresolved past experience has an opportu
nity to become articulate. When the inner witness is 
awake to the presence and impact of external experi
ence, there is an opportunity for the individual to 
become an articulate voice within the group. 

In the writings that appeared in A Moving Journal 
after September 11, 2001, there were numerous refer
ences to sound and a sense of being called. Germaine 
Fraser of Connecticut wrote, "My wrists make it to the 
crown of my head as my upper torso and head release 
backward, and the emotion comes out into a bellowing 
wail of a billion people, a universal agony, but one that 
is still somehow my own." 

Heli-Maija Rantatalo from Finland wrote, "I hear a 
voice calling for help,/ It is like my own soul would be 
calling for me." Shantam Zohar from Colorado wrote, 
"The circle is crying." Carlene Van Sluizer from 

California wrote, "The human sirens reverberate/ A call 
for what? To what?" Anna Weatherhogg from Italy 
wrote, "My right arm is unbandaging my head, my 
mouth. I feel a burning, a piercing with light jumping in 
with my breath. And now the Call comes, from the cen
ter of my chest, through my open throat: deep and high, 
How can I explain. 'I'm calling you."' 

I believe we are calling and being called in order to 
w1derstand that the vast diversity of our individual 
experiences is inseparable from our universal nature. 
We cannot learn this as an intellectual endeavor, and we 
cannot do it on our own. 

Every one of us in the world is a mover and every 
one of us is a witness. We act, we perceive. In our prac
tice, we can consciously explore these two aspects of 
being. Within this most basic wut of relationship 
between witness and mover, the seen and the unseen, 
the heard and the unl1eard, the conscious and the 
unconscious, an infinite spectrum of experience can 
arise. Each and every Authentic Movement session is 
different and within a particular session each partici
pant's experience is different from each of the others. I 
never know what new movement, sound, feeling, or 
interaction will be there for me. 

Sometimes old material or movement may recur or 
re-emerge after a long absence. It seems that the inter
nal impulse to re-enter the developmental phase and 
emotions of an old trauma-in my case, a challenging 
birth-is a necessary doorway to progressive stages of 
change. The imprint of that experience within my body 
can serve as something of an access road to other less 
conscious aspects or potential expressions of myself. It 
can also serve to access paths to new ways of being in 
relationship. 

The same feeling of grief has rehuned to me in 
many different movements over the years, always 
accompanied by some form of sound, usually from a 
wide inventory of sighs, whines, moans, sobs, and 
wails. This feeling wants to be heard in all of its diverse 
voices and shades of personal and collective meaning. 
As I continue to open and really listen and feel these 
sounds, I recognize in all of them an underlying grief. It 
is the deep sorrow of feeling separate from a sense of 
wholeness within myself, with others, and in the world. 
Yet this same practice of listening to and embodying 
these and all the other feelings, movements, and sounds 
that emerge, is the practice of reclaiming the wholeness 
that, whether we feel it or not, is always present, always 
available. To do this with others, while intending 
toward conscious relationship With each other, is the 
beginning of a whole new social contract.0 
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